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Array("a", "b", "c") var m = Map[String, Int]().withDefaultValue(0) for (i x.head == "a").map(x =>

x.tail -> i) + m.getOrElse(al: _* -> i) println("new value for m: " + m) } What I'm trying to do is
"create" a map of al, starting with the entry "a" with a value of 0 and then adding values for each "a"
to that. What I think my problem is, I think i is referencing the i in the for loop as a mutable variable
and so the map is getting a 0 value for all iterations. I realise that there's probably a better way of

doing this but any help would be appreciated. A: Why don't you use a filter for initial creations
instead of adding maps? for (i x.head == "a") m = initialMap.map(x => x.tail -> i) println("new value
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very competitive these days. How are you going to be the best of the best? Be the most attractive,

the most comfortable and for god sake, the most safe. Well, this fancy car company wants to tell you
how to build the safest car in the world. Advertisement They're calling themselves the "rethink
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